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the smart girl s guide to life is the essential guide to navigating the tricky and unexpected moments in life
perfect for teen and tween girls moving from primary to secondary school this book is filled with practical and
friendly advice about money careers boys and self confidence packed with tips quizzes and what would you do
scenarios this book can help girls be smartand safe internet users parents can find great advice for teaching
girls what to do and what not to do on the from e mail and instant messaging to blogs and social networks
includes journal pages for recording favorite sites puberty growth and development knowing what to expect
when you go to middle school makes the whole experience seem a little less scary from teachers to friends
schoolwork to homework lockers to classrooms here s the information you need to take your first steps through
the halls of middle school with confidence plus you ll read letters from other girls who were worried about going
to middle school and advice from girls who have been there book jacket do you feel like you re not heard but
you don t want to have to scream personal development coach mary hartley explains the secrets of
assertiveness of how to communicate with other people in ways that are confident effective but also
considerate mary reveals the simple steps you can take to help you relate to other people honestly and openly
in every area of your life at work with your friends and family and in your love life you will discover that you can
be true to yourself and your needs without hurting or diminishing other people what assertiveness is and why it
matters how to avoid aggression passivity and manipulation tips for handling tricky situations including put
downs and dealing with bullies mastering assertive body language and communication packed with practical
strategies and exercises this book will show you how to be confident assured and proactive with style offers
advice to help girls find the right words when stressed shy sad or facing other awkward moments and shares
tools tips and techniques to teach them to speak out with confidence and grace many people struggle with
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loving their bodies but it s especially difficult for girls as they grow up girls face a lot of pressure to look a
certain way and the pursuit of a perfect body can lead to low self esteem feeling ashamed depression or even
eating disorders this book will help you understand how internal and external factors such as puberty media
images social media and peer pressure contribute to how you sees yourself and it will give you ways to combat
the negative feelings and behaviors that come along with negative body image this book will also help you
understand and value all body types and learn how to be less judgmental and more compassionate toward
every body the whirlwind of social media online dating and mobile apps can make life a dream or a nightmare
for every trustworthy website there are countless jerks bullies and scam artists who want to harvest your
personal information for their own purposes but you can fight back right now in the smart girl s guide to privacy
award winning author and investigative journalist violet blue shows you how women are targeted online and
how to keep yourself safe blue s practical user friendly advice will teach you how to delete personal content
from websites use website and browser privacy controls effectively recover from and prevent identity theft
figure out where the law protects you and where it doesn t set up safe online profiles remove yourself from
people finder websites even if your privacy has already been compromised don t panic it s not too late to take
control let the smart girl s guide to privacy help you cut through the confusion and start protecting your online
life the smart girl s guide to friendship is the essential guide to making keeping and being a brilliant friend every
smart girl knows the importance of friendship as she grows up best friends share support love and laughter but
what happens when things go wrong this book shares everything a girl needs to know about going to parties
and throwing them girls will love testing their party know how with fun quizzes and finding easy to make gift
ideas includes advice from real girls on how to handle lots of party situations from sleepovers to formal affairs a
practical guide to maintaining good friendships and identifying toxic ones that explains how to handle and
recover from fights stop oneself from partaking in bad behaviors such as backstabbing and bullying and find the
right kinds of friends the smart girl s guide to mean girls manicures and god s amazing plan for me melds
spiritual and practical advice with humor a winning combination as you re trying to navigate the ups and downs
of life with grace and confidence you ll be encouraged and challenged with sound biblically based advice
equipping you to go deeper in your faith and grow an increasingly intimate relationship with god plus you ll
encounter some fun common sense tips along the way the smart girl s guide melds spiritual and practical
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advice with humor equipping you to stand up for your faith and really live the christian walk every day provides
tips and guidance for young girls when navigating their digital worlds discussing such issues as the ways in
which people communicate online the need for taking breaks from technology and the importance of online
safety starting middle school can be scary but knowing what to expect will make you feel more confident
packed with tips and fun quizzes here s the inside scoop on topics like classes lockers homework and getting
involved in after school activities get help deciding the best way to introduce yourself to those new classmates
plus you ll read letters from other girls who were just as worried about starting middle school and advice from
girls who have already been there help girls find the right words to fit more than 200 situations with the advice
in this latest addition to the smart girl s guide series girls will learn smart words to choose when stressed shy
sad or facing other awkward moments girls can ask a teacher for help stand up to a bully express sympathy for
the loss of a loved one plus the tools tips techniques and actual words will help girls untangle their tongues and
speak out with confidence and grace in the title the word smart is inserted with a carat drawing on her own
personal experience financial analyst and public speaker lesley anne scorgie lays out the roadmap for young
women seeking financial independence this book focuses on giving women the tools confidence and self
assurance they need to be financially independent debt free and resourceful a practical guide to the ins and
outs of money smarts helps girls identify their spending style gives tips on running their own business and
advice for saving and investing includes 101 moneymaking ideas provides techniques for dealing with
embarrassing emotional or frightening situations including forgetting your lines on stage being threatened by a
bully or losing your parents in a big city provides techniques for dealing with embarrassing emotional or
frightening situations including forgetting your lines on stage being threatened by a bully or losing your parents
in a big city the advice in this book can help girls understand and get along with parents stop fights with siblings
before they start and negotiate solutions to any problem this newest addition to the smart girl s guide series
includes engaging activities to help girls create memories with the people they live with and love plus tear out
family fun coupons and awards presents tips quizzes activities and words of wisdom from successful women for
girls trying to make positive changes and choices in all areas of their lives and develop confidence inner
strength and the desire to learn rimm and her daughters surveyed more than 1 000 successful women to
prepare this parenting guide for raising confident successful daughters dinner at a fancy restaurant a hurtful
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instant message on the computer a troublemaking party guest a cell phone call at an odd moment life is full of
new experiences and confusing situations where do you find the help you need from manners of course in a
smart girl s guide to manners you ll learn through fun quizzes advice and letters from girls like you that
manners aren t about being stuffy boring or formal manners give you the skills you need to handle all kinds of
tough and tricky times that will come your way they give you what it takes to wow the world book jacket
previously published as smart girl s guide to boys the must have guide for any woman who s ever thought about
saying yes to the other big question will you move in with me more and more couples are choosing to live
together before tying the knot for convenience to save money and most importantly to see if they re compatible
while living together can be an exciting way to take your relationship to the next level it can also present a host
of new questions and challenges with its fresh girlfriend to girlfriend manner shacking up walks you through
every step of the cohabitation process from making the initial decision to breaking up or getting married
beginning with a readiness quiz to help you decide if you and your honey are prepared to take the plunge
authors stacy and wynne whitman provide a wealth of hands on advice from lawyers psychologists and financial
planners as well as entertaining true life stories from couples with shacking up experience topics include
breaking the news to your family managing and merging your finances protecting yourself legally real estate
decisions and day to day dilemmas such as chores privacy and keeping the spark alive whether you opt for
wedding bells or decide he s not the one for you shacking up is a stylish empowering handbook for staying
smart savvy and true to yourself along the road to happily ever after shares suggestions quizzes and real world
tips to help girls get organized in order to alleviate stress improve personal habits and develop better time
management skills a practical reference for young girls helps them identify personal spending styles while
outlining strategies for earning money saving funds and making smart shopping choices as recommended
through the advice of other girls could you be a critter sitter an accessories artist gardener s partner parent s
helper car wash whiz this companion to a smart girl s guide money is packed with quizzes to help you choose
your own best biz along with tools tips and tricks for your trade these smart and fun strategies will teach you
how much to charge and how to manage your money so you can cash in on all your creative hard work
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The Smart Girl's Guide To Life 2014-07-03 the smart girl s guide to life is the essential guide to navigating
the tricky and unexpected moments in life perfect for teen and tween girls moving from primary to secondary
school this book is filled with practical and friendly advice about money careers boys and self confidence
A Smart Girl's Guide to the Internet 2009 packed with tips quizzes and what would you do scenarios this book
can help girls be smartand safe internet users parents can find great advice for teaching girls what to do and
what not to do on the from e mail and instant messaging to blogs and social networks includes journal pages for
recording favorite sites
The Smart Girl's Guide to Growing Up 2011 puberty growth and development
A Smart Girl's Guide to Starting Middle School 2004 knowing what to expect when you go to middle school
makes the whole experience seem a little less scary from teachers to friends schoolwork to homework lockers to
classrooms here s the information you need to take your first steps through the halls of middle school with
confidence plus you ll read letters from other girls who were worried about going to middle school and advice
from girls who have been there book jacket
The Smart Girl's Guide to Getting What You Want 2014-04-22 do you feel like you re not heard but you don t
want to have to scream personal development coach mary hartley explains the secrets of assertiveness of how
to communicate with other people in ways that are confident effective but also considerate mary reveals the
simple steps you can take to help you relate to other people honestly and openly in every area of your life at
work with your friends and family and in your love life you will discover that you can be true to yourself and your
needs without hurting or diminishing other people what assertiveness is and why it matters how to avoid
aggression passivity and manipulation tips for handling tricky situations including put downs and dealing with
bullies mastering assertive body language and communication packed with practical strategies and exercises
this book will show you how to be confident assured and proactive with style
A Smart Girl's Guide to Style :--how to Have Fun with Fashion, Shop Smart, and Let Your Personal
2010-03-01 offers advice to help girls find the right words when stressed shy sad or facing other awkward
moments and shares tools tips and techniques to teach them to speak out with confidence and grace
A Smart Girl's Guide: Knowing What to Say 2018-02-19 many people struggle with loving their bodies but it s
especially difficult for girls as they grow up girls face a lot of pressure to look a certain way and the pursuit of a
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perfect body can lead to low self esteem feeling ashamed depression or even eating disorders this book will
help you understand how internal and external factors such as puberty media images social media and peer
pressure contribute to how you sees yourself and it will give you ways to combat the negative feelings and
behaviors that come along with negative body image this book will also help you understand and value all body
types and learn how to be less judgmental and more compassionate toward every body
A Smart Girl's Guide to Knowing What to Say 2011 the whirlwind of social media online dating and mobile
apps can make life a dream or a nightmare for every trustworthy website there are countless jerks bullies and
scam artists who want to harvest your personal information for their own purposes but you can fight back right
now in the smart girl s guide to privacy award winning author and investigative journalist violet blue shows you
how women are targeted online and how to keep yourself safe blue s practical user friendly advice will teach
you how to delete personal content from websites use website and browser privacy controls effectively recover
from and prevent identity theft figure out where the law protects you and where it doesn t set up safe online
profiles remove yourself from people finder websites even if your privacy has already been compromised don t
panic it s not too late to take control let the smart girl s guide to privacy help you cut through the confusion and
start protecting your online life
A Smart Girl's Guide to Boys 2002 the smart girl s guide to friendship is the essential guide to making
keeping and being a brilliant friend every smart girl knows the importance of friendship as she grows up best
friends share support love and laughter but what happens when things go wrong
Smart Girl's Guide 2022 this book shares everything a girl needs to know about going to parties and throwing
them girls will love testing their party know how with fun quizzes and finding easy to make gift ideas includes
advice from real girls on how to handle lots of party situations from sleepovers to formal affairs
The Smart Girl's Guide to the Boys' Club 2006 a practical guide to maintaining good friendships and identifying
toxic ones that explains how to handle and recover from fights stop oneself from partaking in bad behaviors
such as backstabbing and bullying and find the right kinds of friends
The Smart Girl's Guide to Privacy 2015-08-01 the smart girl s guide to mean girls manicures and god s
amazing plan for me melds spiritual and practical advice with humor a winning combination as you re trying to
navigate the ups and downs of life with grace and confidence you ll be encouraged and challenged with sound
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biblically based advice equipping you to go deeper in your faith and grow an increasingly intimate relationship
with god plus you ll encounter some fun common sense tips along the way
The Smart Girl's Guide to Friendship 2015-12-03 the smart girl s guide melds spiritual and practical advice with
humor equipping you to stand up for your faith and really live the christian walk every day
Smart Girl's Guide to Parties :--going to Them, Throwing Them, and what to Do when Not Invited 2010-03-01
provides tips and guidance for young girls when navigating their digital worlds discussing such issues as the
ways in which people communicate online the need for taking breaks from technology and the importance of
online safety
A Smart Girl's Guide to Parties 2010 starting middle school can be scary but knowing what to expect will make
you feel more confident packed with tips and fun quizzes here s the inside scoop on topics like classes lockers
homework and getting involved in after school activities get help deciding the best way to introduce yourself to
those new classmates plus you ll read letters from other girls who were just as worried about starting middle
school and advice from girls who have already been there
A Smart Girl's Guide to Money 2007 help girls find the right words to fit more than 200 situations with the
advice in this latest addition to the smart girl s guide series girls will learn smart words to choose when stressed
shy sad or facing other awkward moments girls can ask a teacher for help stand up to a bully express sympathy
for the loss of a loved one plus the tools tips techniques and actual words will help girls untangle their tongues
and speak out with confidence and grace
A Smart Girl's Guide - Middle School 2014 in the title the word smart is inserted with a carat
A Smart Girl's Guide to Friendship Troubles 2003 drawing on her own personal experience financial analyst and
public speaker lesley anne scorgie lays out the roadmap for young women seeking financial independence this
book focuses on giving women the tools confidence and self assurance they need to be financially independent
debt free and resourceful
The Smart Girl's Guide to Mean Girls, Manicures, and God's Amazing Plan for ME 2016-07-01 a
practical guide to the ins and outs of money smarts helps girls identify their spending style gives tips on running
their own business and advice for saving and investing includes 101 moneymaking ideas
The Smart Girl's Guide to God, Guys, and the Galaxy 2014-04-01 provides techniques for dealing with
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embarrassing emotional or frightening situations including forgetting your lines on stage being threatened by a
bully or losing your parents in a big city
A Smart Girl's Guide: Digital World 2017-08-21 provides techniques for dealing with embarrassing emotional or
frightening situations including forgetting your lines on stage being threatened by a bully or losing your parents
in a big city
A Smart Girl's Guide: Middle School 2014-05-27 the advice in this book can help girls understand and get along
with parents stop fights with siblings before they start and negotiate solutions to any problem this newest
addition to the smart girl s guide series includes engaging activities to help girls create memories with the
people they live with and love plus tear out family fun coupons and awards
The Smart Girl's Guide to Self-care 2016 presents tips quizzes activities and words of wisdom from successful
women for girls trying to make positive changes and choices in all areas of their lives and develop confidence
inner strength and the desire to learn
A Smart Girl's Guide to Knowing What to Say 2011 rimm and her daughters surveyed more than 1 000
successful women to prepare this parenting guide for raising confident successful daughters
A Smart Girl's Guide to Style 2010 dinner at a fancy restaurant a hurtful instant message on the computer a
troublemaking party guest a cell phone call at an odd moment life is full of new experiences and confusing
situations where do you find the help you need from manners of course in a smart girl s guide to manners you ll
learn through fun quizzes advice and letters from girls like you that manners aren t about being stuffy boring or
formal manners give you the skills you need to handle all kinds of tough and tricky times that will come your
way they give you what it takes to wow the world book jacket
Well-Heeled 2014-04-07 previously published as smart girl s guide to boys
A Smart Girl's Guide to Money 2006 the must have guide for any woman who s ever thought about saying yes to
the other big question will you move in with me more and more couples are choosing to live together before
tying the knot for convenience to save money and most importantly to see if they re compatible while living
together can be an exciting way to take your relationship to the next level it can also present a host of new
questions and challenges with its fresh girlfriend to girlfriend manner shacking up walks you through every step
of the cohabitation process from making the initial decision to breaking up or getting married beginning with a
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readiness quiz to help you decide if you and your honey are prepared to take the plunge authors stacy and
wynne whitman provide a wealth of hands on advice from lawyers psychologists and financial planners as well
as entertaining true life stories from couples with shacking up experience topics include breaking the news to
your family managing and merging your finances protecting yourself legally real estate decisions and day to day
dilemmas such as chores privacy and keeping the spark alive whether you opt for wedding bells or decide he s
not the one for you shacking up is a stylish empowering handbook for staying smart savvy and true to yourself
along the road to happily ever after
Smart Girl's Guide to Privacy 2015 shares suggestions quizzes and real world tips to help girls get organized in
order to alleviate stress improve personal habits and develop better time management skills
Yikes! 2002 a practical reference for young girls helps them identify personal spending styles while outlining
strategies for earning money saving funds and making smart shopping choices as recommended through the
advice of other girls
Yikes! 2002 could you be a critter sitter an accessories artist gardener s partner parent s helper car wash whiz
this companion to a smart girl s guide money is packed with quizzes to help you choose your own best biz along
with tools tips and tricks for your trade these smart and fun strategies will teach you how much to charge and
how to manage your money so you can cash in on all your creative hard work
A Smart Girl's Guide to Understanding Her Family 2009
See Jane Win for Girls 2003
See Jane Win for Girls 2009-07
A Smart Girl's Guide to Manners 2005
A Smart Girl's Guide - Boys 2013-07
A Smart Girl's Guide 2016
Shacking Up 2003-03-18
A Smart Girl's Guide Getting It Together 2017
A Smart Girl's Guide 2014
Making Money 2014
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